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GRAINCORP OPENING STATEMENT
Thank you for the invitation to appear today.
As the committee would be aware, in April GrainCorp’s Board recommended
shareholders accept a takeover offer from Archer Daniels Midland Company, in
the absence of a superior proposal.
This recommendation is not a decision that GrainCorp’s Board made quickly or
took lightly. It follows the rejection of two earlier offers.
In fact, the committee may recall that ADM’s original proposal of $11.75 per
share was received almost nine months ago – in October 2012 – along with the
news that ADM had acquired a 15% stake in GrainCorp.
At that time, GrainCorp’s Board spent several weeks carefully evaluating the
approach. On 15 November the Board informed ADM that the proposal
materially undervalued GrainCorp.
A second proposal, improved to $12.20 per share (and accompanied by an
additional share purchase to take ADM’s total ownership of GrainCorp to 20%),
was received in early December. This proposal was also rejected on the basis it
materially undervalued the company.
After some months, ADM returned with a substantially improved third offer,
representing $13.20 per share to GrainCorp’s shareholders and, for eligible
shareholders, additional value from franking credits of up to 43 cents per share.
After negotiation of terms we reached conditional agreement in late April that
ADM would proceed to an off-market takeover offer for all of the GrainCorp
shares it did not already own. This offer is now with our shareholders. It remains
subject to certain conditions, in particular the satisfaction of regulatory
requirements, including FIRB and MOFCOM.
Our Directors have at all times been keenly aware of their fiduciary obligations
under the Corporations Act. Each of ADM’s proposals has been discussed in
exhaustive detail. After this discussion, the directors felt this third offer must be
put to shareholders and – absent a superior proposal – they have recommended
shareholders accept it, because:


The offer represents a premium of almost 50% to the closing price of
GrainCorp shares prior to ADM’s first proposal being received;



An Independent Expert has concluded that the offer is fair and
reasonable; and



As a cash offer it offers greater certainty, particularly as the value of
GrainCorp shares could be expected to fall, at least in the near term, were
ADM’s offer not to succeed.

As you are aware, GrainCorp owns and operates an extensive network of grain
storage and handling assets in eastern Australia. These assets are expensive for
us to operate and maintain.
In order to be a sustainable business we need to act in a way that maximises
the amount of grain that passes through our network, not only year to year, but
for the long term.
If we act in a way for short term advantage that causes grain to bypass our
network or use other routes to market – this makes us less viable as a business
over the long term. It has been broadly acknowledged, (including by regulators)
that in eastern Australia there is substantial competitive pressure: both upcountry and at point of export.
For this reason, GrainCorp believes that there is close alignment between the
interests of our shareholders and the interests of our customers, including
growers.
Quite simply, without growers and the grain they produce – and without
customers who want to buy and trade the grain stored in our network – we do
not have a business and we could not generate a return for our investors.
Whoever owns GrainCorp’s assets – these basic fundamentals remain the same.
I welcome the opportunity to help the committee with information about
GrainCorp’s current operations. Given that we are subject to a takeover offer,
you will appreciate that there are some matters that are best referred to ADM
and on which I cannot offer any comment beyond what is in ADM’s Bidder’s
Statement.
In particular, questions on:


ADM’s operations;



how ADM would operate GrainCorp post a change of control; and



the regulatory process being managed by ADM;

Should be most appropriately put to ADM.
Aside from those matters, I’m happy to take your questions.
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The Victorian Farmers Federation Grains Group represents the interests of grain producers across
Victoria who are ultimately impacted by the Committee’s findings and the Government of the days
subsequent action or inaction as the case may be.
The VFF Grains Group supports the need for an open, efficient, and transparent market to promote
competition.
The VFF Consider there are four key failings within the grain industry which are impacted by the
Ownership arrangements of Grain Handling Corporations, especially the ownership of GrainCorp
Limited within Victoria. These problems or Market Failures include:
1.

Monopoly/Market Power

2.

Stocks Information

3.

Grain Quality; and

4.

Industry Good Services

VFF consider that the proposed takeover of GrainCorp’s ownership arrangements by Archer Daniel’s
Midland will exacerbate existing market failures and will not be within the National Interest, unless
appropriately regulated.
The VFF consider that the combined vertically and horizontally integrated assets of ADM and
GrainCorp will dominate the grain sector in relation to transport, infrastructure and ports along the
entire Eastern Seaboard of Australia, in what the Foreign Investment Review Board would classify as
a ‘prescribed sensitive sector’. ADM will have the monopoly power to impact the efficient operations
of a competitive Australian market for the supply of domestic and export food commodity.
VFF are concerned that a combined ADM/GrainCorp will have the scale and capacity that it may not
provide fair and transparent access to ports, up-country infrastructure, and/or market (stocks)
information. This will be at the at the expense of other third-party providers such as domestic users,
exporters, and Australian producers and consumers.
VFF consider that guaranteeing access to up-country infrastructure and up-country market (stocks)
information through the ACCC and/or a Mandatory Code of Conduct should be relatively achievable
conditions of sale that could be recommended by the Treasurer.
VFF also consider that an independent Industry Good entity should be established to provide grain
Industry Good functions such as: Varietal Classification; minimum Export Standards; and Trade
Access. Such an entity could be enabled by Government legislation and funded by industry using
surplus Wheat Export Charge (WEC) funds combined with industry levy funding.
VFF believe the Federal Government’s obligation to act is three-fold: to ensure foreign ownership
regimes are in the National Interest especially in prescribed sensitive sectors; secondly to ensure
competition is not impeded; and finally to ensure existing market failures are not only addressed,
but to ensure the action, or inaction, of Government does not further exacerbate this market failure.
VFF thank the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport References Committee for reviewing
these significant National and regional issues.

